euNetworks and MESH GmbH Announce Partnership



Delivery of euNetworks’ metro bandwidth infrastructure services to MESH customers,
enabling high speed connection to their IT platform and applications.
Agreement supports MESH’s IaaS platform (Infrastructure as a Service) for private and
hybrid Cloud solutions.

London, UNITED KINGDOM – 23 March 2011 - euNetworks Group Limited (SGX:
H23.SI), announced a partnership agreement with MESH GmbH, enabling MESH
customers to benefit from euNetworks’ high bandwidth connectivity solutions while using
the Enterprise grade Cloud platform of MESH GmbH.
As a European bandwidth infrastructure provider, euNetworks owns and operates 13
deep fibre based metropolitan networks in 5 countries, connected with a high capacity
intercity backbone for city-to-city connection. With deeply meshed architecture in the
cities, the euNetworks footprint connects up all major Internet exchange points, and
data centres, as well as a number of high bandwidth intensive buildings. The network
design enables easy fibre based connections to new buildings, delivering the ability to
scale capacity in line with a customer’s growing bandwidth demands. euNetworks offers
connectivity solutions ranging from dark fibre, dedicated fibre, wavelengths and Ethernet
with guaranteed latency, security and scalability.
MESH offers an intelligent Enterprise grade infrastructural Cloud platform, based on high
end components of Netapp and HP to host mission critical applications and provide
organisations with their specific IT requirements. The platform is compliant with strict
German data security and data protection laws.
“Our customers who use the MESH Cloud platform need to know their connectivity
solution is both reliable and scalable to meet their growing needs”, said MESH Managing
Director, Claudia Gharavi. “Our Cloud vision combines the benefits of Cloud Computing
with our strict policies on data security and data protection. We are confident that this
partnership with euNetworks offers a compelling, flexible, cost effective, but also secure
and reliable, one stop solution to our customers.”
“The combination of the euNetworks metro bandwidth infrastructure portfolio and the
managed services provided by MESH, delivers a strong solution to Enterprise and SME
companies seeking an end-to-end managed solution with industry standard service level
agreements,” said Uwe Nickl, Chief Marketing Officer of euNetworks. “We are delighted
to be working with MESH, delivering this valuable solution to the market.”

About euNetworks
euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: H23:SI) is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning
and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high
capacity intercity backbone. The Company offers a portfolio of metro and longhaul
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Ethernet and Internet Protocol services including dark fibre, dedicated fibre, wavelength,
Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier customers benefit from euNetworks’
unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are tailored to fulfil their high
bandwidth needs.
euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the
Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com.
About MESH GmbH
MESH GmbH, founded in 2001, is one of the leading vendor-neutral operators of
managed data centre space and premium quality IP-Services, alongside Enterprise grade
Cloud. The company has its registered offices in Düsseldorf and Amsterdam and
operates data centre space in many European cities, like Amsterdam, London, Frankfurt,
Berlin, Paris, Warsaw or Moscow as well as worldwide in New York, Los Angeles and
Singapore, which are interconnected by her premium tier 1 based backbone. You will
find further information at: www.mesh.eu.
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